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 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT 

 

 
JAMES KENNEY, on behalf of himself and all 
others similarly situated, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 vs. 
 
PHL VARIABLE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
  
  Defendant. 
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) 

 
Civil Action No. 3:22-cv-552 
 
 
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT  

 
 
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

 

 

 

Plaintiff James Kenney files this Complaint, on behalf of himself and all others similarly 

situated, against defendant PHL Variable Life Insurance Company. Plaintiff states as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This is a class action brought on behalf of the Plaintiff and similarly situated 

owners of life insurance policies issued by PHL Variable Insurance Company (“Phoenix”). 

Plaintiff seeks to represent a class of Phoenix policyholders who are being subjected to an 

unlawful and excessive cost of insurance (“COI”) increase by Phoenix in violation of their 

insurance policies.  

2. Phoenix and its New York sister company Phoenix Life Insurance Company 

(“Phoenix NY”) first implemented a COI increase in 2010 (the “2010 COI Increase”) on a subset 

of Phoenix Accumulator Universal Life (“PAUL”) policies, dubbed internally as the “OALF” 

policies, which stands for “Old Age Large Face” and/or “Old Age Low Funded.” 
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3. The New York Department of Financial Services, California Department of 

Insurance, and the Commissioner of Insurance for the State of Wisconsin concluded that the 

2010 increase was illegal.   

4. Undeterred, Phoenix and Phoenix NY then announced a second COI increase in 

2011 (the “2011 COI Increase”), also on a subset of PAUL policies. A class action lawsuit was 

filed over both the first and the second increases (the “Phoenix I” action), which Phoenix and 

Phoenix NY ultimately settled for more than $130 million in monetary and nonmonetary 

benefits. See generally Decision and Order Approving Class Action Settlement, Fleisher v. 

Phoenix Life Ins. Co., No. 11 Civ. 8405, 2015 WL 10847814 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 9, 2015), ECF No. 

318. Among the prospective relief agreed to by Phoenix and Phoenix NY was a COI rate 

increase freeze, in which Phoenix and Phoenix NY agreed not to increase the COI rate schedule 

any further on class members through and including December 31, 2020. The release in that 

settlement specifically carved out and “does not include any future COI rate adjustments 

assessed by” Phoenix.   

5. In June 2016, Phoenix and Phoenix NY were sold to a private equity firm, Nassau 

Reinsurance Group Holdings, L.P. (“Nassau Re”), which had the “immediate priorit[y]” of 

“improving the company’s profitability.” Fourteen months later, in August 2017, Phoenix sent 

cryptic letters to policyholders notifying them of a new, third COI rate increase (the “2017 COI 

Increase”) on “certain Phoenix Accumulator Life and Phoenix Estate Legacy policies,” including 

to the settlement class for the Phoenix I settlement. 

6. As a result of the 2017 COI Increase, Plaintiff filed a class action lawsuit against 

Phoenix challenging the 2017 COI Increase. That lawsuit continues to this day. 
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7. In June 2019, S&P Global Ratings downgraded Phoenix’s credit rating from BB 

to CCC+. Later, in November 2019, AM Best followed suit, downgrading Phoenix’s Financial 

Strength Rating and Long-Term Issuer Credit Rating. 

8. During the litigation of the 2017 COI Increase and financial turmoil, Phoenix, 

which no longer sells universal life insurance policies, decided to increase profits the only way it 

knows how—by shifting further financial burdens onto policyholders, attempting to recoup past 

losses with yet another new unlawful cost of insurance increase. 

9. Phoenix’s policyholders, including the Plaintiff, received letters on or around 

November 2, 2020 letting them know that Phoenix was “adjusting the cost of insurance rates on 

certain Phoenix Accumulator Universal Life and Phoenix Estate Legacy policies.” Phoenix 

provided little explanation for its fourth COI rate increase over the past decade, stating only that 

“anticipated experience factors are now less favorable than we anticipated when we established 

the cost of insurance rate schedule.” 

10. This new 2021 COI Increase is unlawful. The policies on which the increase was 

imposed (the “Subject Policies”) require Phoenix to implement changes in COI rates on a 

uniform basis for policyholders in the same class; they prohibit Phoenix from recouping past 

losses; and they require that any change in COI rates be based on a new change in certain, 

limited enumerated factors. The 2021 COI increase violates all of these provisions. 

11. First, upon information and belief, the 2021 COI increase was not based on any 

recent change in expectations and was instead designed to recoup losses that were recognized 

and accepted by Phoenix long ago. Under the contract language and actuarial principles, changes 

are supposed to be determined by comparing expectations at the time that COI rates were last 

redetermined (i.e., the expectations on which then-current COI rates are based) and current 
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expectations. Upon information and belief, in formulating the 2021 COI Increase Phoenix 

instead compared expectations from pricing (i.e., at least three redeterminations earlier) to 

current expectations, thereby recouping losses that were incurred prior to the dates of those three 

redeterminations.  

 

 

 

 

 Notably, Plaintiff’s policy expressly requires that Phoenix 

review COI rates at least every five years, stating “No more frequent than once per year and no 

less frequent than once every five years, We will review the monthly Cost of Insurance Rates to 

determine if these rates should be changed.” One purpose of this clause is to prevent Phoenix 

from trying to recoup losses that arose from changes in expectations that occurred over five years 

earlier, which is exactly what Phoenix is trying to do through the 2021 COI Increase. 

12. Second, Phoenix has unlawfully and unfairly discriminated among policyholders 

in at least two ways: (a) by rebating the entirety of the 2021 COI Increase back to certain 

policyholders while others pay the full amount, and (b) by imposing increases only on elderly 

insureds, with varying increases on insureds aged 70 to 85 and above, even though all those 

policies belong to the same policy class, a fact that Phoenix recognized in prior litigation. 

13. Third, Phoenix is recouping past losses and violating the terms of the policies by 

increasing COI rates in response to improved expectations. The policies at issue in this case are 

what are known as front-loaded, or lapse-supported, policies. They were designed to generate 

substantial profits in early years and substantial losses in later years, with both lapses and the 
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effect of discount rates making them profitable at pricing on a present value basis.1 The policies 

at issue in this case are at the stage where they were designed to lose money. 

14. In 2017, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act was enacted into law. Among other things, it 

reduced the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%. This was a boon for insurers, and insurance 

executives at Phoenix’s competitors touted the positive earnings impact of these changes. For 

universal life (“UL”) policies like these—where taxes are an enumerated factor—this means that 

COI rates should go down. At a minimum, the change in rates would be neutral—if pre-tax 

earnings are negative, then $0 in taxes are due if a 35% rate is applied, and $0 in taxes are due if 

a 21% rate is applied. Yet, upon information and belief, Phoenix is attempting to justify the COI 

increase by claiming that this change in tax rates was adverse because it reduces the value of the 

losses that Phoenix applies to other parts of its business, including non-UL business.  

15. This is absurd on multiple levels. As an initial matter, COI rates are required to be 

based on cost factor expectations for the policies that are subject to the COI rates—not other 

unrelated business. An insurer, for example, cannot increase COI rates on a block of policies 

where mortality has improved because morality has deteriorated on other, unrelated polices. The 

impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act on Phoenix’s write-offs for other lines of business is simply 

irrelevant, as COI rates for the PAUL policies should not and cannot vary depending on whether 

the insurer has other lines of business and whether they are making or losing money. Worse, on 

information and belief, Phoenix did not take into account its expectations and profits from those 

other lines of business (including the aggregate benefits of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act to Phoenix 

 
1 See generally Daniel Gottlieb & Kent Smetters, Lapse-Based Insurance, 111 Am. Econ. Rev. 
2377 (2021). 
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and Golden Gate Capital, its venture capital parent company). Instead, Phoenix has adopted a 

heads-I-win-tails-you-lose scenario: if tax rates go up, then COI rates go up; if tax rates go down, 

then COI rates also go up. In addition, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act was enacted three years before 

the 2021 COI Increase was announced. Under illustration regulations, Phoenix had to disclose 

any intent to change COI rates as a result of the new tax law. Phoenix did not do so: it continued 

illustrating the same COI rates both before and for three years after the new tax law. There is 

simply no possible justification for Phoenix to increase COI rates—for the fourth time—because 

its corporate tax rate went down. Phoenix improperly relied on tax assumptions affecting other 

parts of its business, which breached the contract.  

16. Tellingly, Phoenix NY did not implement the new 2021 COI Increase even 

though it issued identical PAUL and PEL policies. This is because Phoenix NY is regulated by 

the New York Department of Financial Services (“NYDFS”), which has made efforts to monitor 

unlawful COI increases. Phoenix either did not even try to get its unlawful COI increase 

approved in New York, believing it would fail, or it tried to do so and failed. Indeed, the reason 

that Phoenix NY is held separately from Phoenix is to keep Phoenix’s activities outside the 

purview of NYDFS.  Phoenix NY only issues policies in New York, while Phoenix issues the 

same type of policies in all other states (but not New York). 

17. The only possible explanation for imposing increases on Phoenix policyholders 

who own PAUL and PEL policies, but not Phoenix NY policyholders who own the same 

products, is that Phoenix and Phoenix NY believed that NYDFS would find it to be unlawful. 

New York law mimics restrictions already imposed in the Subject Policies themselves, such as 
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barring unfair discrimination between policyholders,2 prohibiting the recoupment of past losses,3 

and requiring that any changes be based on a comparison of currently anticipated experience 

factors and those that were anticipated when COI rates were last set.4 And by exempting New 

York policyholders from the 2021 COI Increase—contrary to prior COI increases that applied 

across all states—Phoenix committed yet another violation of the prohibition against intra-class 

discrimination. 

18. Phoenix’s conduct is particularly egregious because it is targeting elderly insureds 

who have few, if any, options for replacement insurance. The 2021 COI Increase was designed 

with the specific intent of inducing the lapse of policies on elderly insureds (a tactic known in the 

industry as “shock lapses”), the very population most likely to make a claim. In so doing, 

Phoenix has manufactured a perverse scheme to collect premiums and fees from younger 

insureds, while inducing lapses among elderly insureds, so that Phoenix does not have to incur 

the losses that Phoenix designed the policies to generate in later years. In other words, having 

already reaped its profits from these policies, it now wants them all terminated, and Phoenix is 

 
2 Compare N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 11, § 48.2(a)(2)(i) (stating that an insurer “shall 
not unfairly discriminate among policies with similar expectations as to anticipated experience 
factors”) with Kenney Policy (“Any change in rates will be made on a uniform basis for all 
insureds in the same class.”). 
3 Compare N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 11, § 48.2(b)(4) (requiring that any change in rates 
be based on a change between anticipated experience factors at the time of revision and the time 
that rates were last revised) with Kenney Policy (“Any change in rates will be based on a change 
in Our expectations of future investment earnings, mortality, persistency and 
expense/administrative costs.”) 
4 Compare N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 11, § 48.2(b)(6) (“A readjustment to non-
guaranteed elements on existing policies shall be based on expectations as to future experience 
and shall not recoup past losses.”) with Kenney Policy (“Any change in rates will be determined 
prospectively. We will not distribute past gains or recoup prior losses, if any, by changing the 
rates.”). 
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willing to do anything—including a fourth unlawful COI increase in a decade—to accomplish 

that goal. 

THE PARTIES 

19. Plaintiff James Kenney, a resident of Missouri, is the owner of the following 

PAUL life insurance policy (the “Kenney Policy”) that was issued by Phoenix and is subject to 

the 2021 COI Increase: Policy #97517014 (Issue Date May 26, 2006; Face Amount $650,000) 

20. Mr. Kenney’s policy remains in force. 

21. Defendant Phoenix is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of 

Connecticut and has its statutory home office at One American Row, Hartford, CT 06103. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

22. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d) 

because this is a class action with diversity between at least one class member and one 

defendant, and the aggregate amount of damages exceeds $5,000,000. Phoenix is incorporated 

and has its statutory home office in Connecticut. Plaintiff James Kenney is a citizen of Missouri, 

and unnamed class members are citizens of states across the United States. This action therefore 

falls within the original jurisdiction of the federal courts pursuant to the Class Action Fairness 

Act, 28 U.S.C § 1332(d). 

23. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Phoenix because Phoenix is at home in 

Connecticut, having been incorporated and maintaining its principal place of business and home 

office there. 

24. Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b)-(c) 

because the events giving rise to Plaintiff’s causes of action occurred in this District, including 

Phoenix’s COI rate overcharge. 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. The Policies at Issue 

 

25. The policies at issue are all “Flexible Premium” universal life policies issued by 

Phoenix. A principal benefit of UL policies is that they provide flexibility to policyholders on the 

level of premiums required. Unlike other kinds of whole life insurance that require fixed monthly 

premium payments, the premiums required for UL policies need only be sufficient to cover the 

COI charges and certain other specified expenses. The COI charge is typically the highest 

expense that a policyholder pays. The COI charge is deducted from the Policy Account (i.e., the 

savings component) of the policy monthly, so the policyholder forfeits the COI charge entirely to 

Phoenix. Any premiums paid in excess of COI charges and expense components are applied to a 

policy’s “Policy Account,” sometimes known as “policy account value” or “cash value.” These 

excess premiums earn interest. 

26. The size of the COI charge is highly significant to universal life policyholders. To 

keep a policy in force, a policyholder must pay monthly COI charges, which are deducted from 

the policyholder’s account value. High COI rates can quickly diminish a policy’s account value 

and reduce the amount of money on which interest can be earned. Absent a secondary guarantee, 

once a policyholder’s account value diminishes such that Phoenix can no longer deduct COI 

charges, and after the appropriate time expires after Phoenix provides an accurate and adequate 

grace notice, a policyholder’s policy will lapse. 

27. Each set of the Subject Policies has similar language regarding how the COI rates 

will be determined. One set of policies issued on Form U606, which includes the Kenney Policy, 

provides: 
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• “Any change in rates will be made on a uniform basis for all insureds in the 

same class.” 

• “Any change in rates will be determined prospectively. We will not distribute 

past gains or recoup prior losses, if any, by changing the rates.” 

• “Any change in rates will be based on a change in Our expectations of future 

investment earnings, mortality, persistency and expense/administrative costs.” 

28. A second set of policies, issued on Forms 05PAUL and 08PAUL, provides: 

• Changes in COI rates must “not discriminate unfairly within any class of 

insureds.” 

• “Any change in rates will be determined prospectively. We will not distribute 

past gains or recoup prior losses, if any, by changing the rates.” 

• COI rates “will be based on our expectations of future mortality, persistency, 

investment earnings, expense experience, capital and reserve requirements, 

and tax assumptions.” 

29. Finally, a third set of policies, issued on Form U612, provides: 

• “Any change in rates will be made on a uniform basis for all Insureds in the 

same class and will comply with any procedures and standards that we have 

filed with the Insurance Department of the state where this policy is 

delivered.” 

• “Any change in rates will be determined prospectively. We will not distribute 

past gains or recoup prior losses, if any, by changing the rates.” 

• “Any change in rates will be based on a change in our expectations for such 

factors as investment earnings, mortality, persistency and expenses.” 
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30. The policies at issue are all form policies, and insureds are not permitted to 

negotiate different terms. They are all contracts of adhesion.   

B. Phoenix’s Prior COI Increases 

31. In March 2010, Phoenix and Phoenix NY announced a COI rate increase. This 

2010 COI Increase was effective on policy anniversaries beginning April 1, 2010 and applied 

only to PAUL 2C and PAUL 3 policies, but not all of them—only the so-called “OALF” policies 

with issue ages of 68 and higher and face amounts of $1 million and higher. For policies 

subjected to this increase, Phoenix explained the magnitude of the COI rate increase would be 

tied to the accumulated policy value. If the accumulated policy value was at or above a certain 

unspecified “threshold,” the policyholder could avoid an increase by making sure the 

accumulated policy value did not fall below this unidentified amount. If the accumulated policy 

value was below this “threshold,” the increase would be imposed. Thus, policyholders could 

avoid the COI rate increase if their accumulated policy value was maintained at a sufficient level 

(such level being the unspecified “threshold” amount). Phoenix was, in other words, punishing 

policyholders for exercising their contractual rights to minimally fund the policies. In so doing, 

Phoenix defeated the “flexible” nature of the policies, impairing a principal benefit of its UL 

policies.   

32. The 2010 COI Increase was explicitly designed to target investor-owned policies 

and induce policy lapses by making policies unprofitable. Before announcing the increase, 

Phoenix had engaged in a years-long process of redefining the policy classes to improperly target 

such policies. Phoenix’s motivation for such targeting is that life settlement investors generally 

(a) tend to minimally fund their policies, because they can earn greater returns elsewhere, and (b) 

keep their policies in force. Ironically, Phoenix’s marketing materials expressly promote 
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premium flexibility, and keeping policies in force is the only way to obtain the benefit of life 

insurance. 

33. In a September 6, 2011 letter, after more than a year of letters, meetings, and 

requests for more information from Phoenix NY, NYDFS found: 

no language in the policy that states that Phoenix will take into consideration a 
funding ratio of the policy’s accumulated value to the face amount when adjusting 
COI rates. In addition, the change made to COI rates based on the new formula 
using the funding ratio is contrary to the language in the policy that any change in 
rates will be made on a uniform basis for all insureds in the same class. The 
change in COI rate varies from policy to policy based on the funding ratio.  
Therefore, by increasing COI rates in a manner that is inconsistent with the terms 
of the Accumulator UL II, Phoenix violated Insurance Law §3201.   
 

Furthermore, NYDFS ordered Phoenix NY to rescind the COI rate increase restoring New York 

policies to the account value as if the COI rate increase did not occur.  

34. The California Department of Insurance (“CDOI”) reached the same conclusion. 

On June 21, 2013, the CDOI informed Phoenix it had found “the COI rate increase is unfairly 

discriminatory in violation of California Insurance Code section 790.03f” and “the rate increase 

violates the express terms of the 05PAUL policy.” Accordingly, the CDOI informed Phoenix 

that it “should cease using the 2010 COI rating methodology” and “must: (1) reduce the COI rate 

for the affected policies to the COI rate that was in effect prior to the increase; and (2) not use 

funding ratio as a basis for determining the allocation of COI rates among policy classes for 

these policies.” 

35. The State of Wisconsin also found the 2010 COI Increase to be unlawful. In an 

action brought by the Office of the Commissioner of Insurance for the State of Wisconsin, 

Wisconsin’s Administrative Law Court granted summary judgment in favor of the state on 

October 16, 2014, finding the increase to be unlawful and Phoenix’s marketing materials to be 

deceptive. 
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36. The second COI rate increase was announced in late-2011 and was effective on 

policy anniversary dates starting on November 1, 2011. The 2011 COI Increase applied to PAUL 

3A, 3B, and 3C policies, but again only the OALF subset of policyholders—for PAUL 3A, it 

was policies with issue ages 68 and higher with a face amount of $1 million or higher; for PAUL 

3B and 3C, it was policies with issue ages 65 and higher with a face amount of $1 million or 

higher. Policyholders were not given the choice of increasing their accumulated policy value to 

avoid the increase; each affected policyholder had to pay more than they otherwise would have 

paid before the second COI rate increase was announced.  

37. A class action lawsuit was filed against Phoenix NY in the United States District 

Court for the Southern District of New York on November 18, 2011, alleging that both the 2010 

COI Increase and the 2011 COI Increase were unlawful. A class was certified on July 12, 2013, 

see Fleisher v. Phoenix Life Ins. Co., No. 11 Civ. 8405, 2013 WL 12224042 (S.D.N.Y. July 12, 

2013),5 and Phoenix was later separately sued, see SPRR LLC v. PHL Variable Ins. Co., No. 14 

Civ. 8714 (S.D.N.Y filed Oct. 31, 2014). These two cases settled in 2015 for monetary and 

nonmonetary relief of over $130 million. The releases in those cases were limited to the 2010 

and 2011 COI Increases and made clear that the releases excluded any future COI rate 

adjustments, like the 2021 COI Increase, assessed by Phoenix or Phoenix NY. Also included in 

 
5 The Court in Phoenix I initially certified two classes, one involving the 2010 COI increase and 
another involving the 2011 COI increase. The Court subsequently decertified the 2010 class 
because it was “mistaken in [its] understanding of the scope of the class,” as it consisted of three 
subclasses, one of which “could be certified as a class” but had no class representative and the 
remaining two subclasses totaled less than 30 policies and were unable to satisfy, inter alia, 
numerosity. Fleisher v. Phoenix Life Ins. Co., 2013 WL 4573530, at *1-3 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 26, 
2013). The Court held that this decision “has no impact on the certification of the 2011 Class.” 
Id. at *4. The Court then conditionally re-certified the 2010 class as part of the settlement class. 
Fleisher v. Phoenix Life Ins. Co., 2015 WL 10847814, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 9, 2015). 
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the prospective relief was a commitment not to raise COI rates on members of the settlement 

class until at least December 31, 2020.   

38. While this was happening, in separate deals, Phoenix privately agreed with a 

subset of policyholders, mostly large financial institutions, that, if Phoenix raises COI rates at 

any point in the future (including the 2021 COI Increase and beyond December 31, 2020), 

Phoenix will rebate the increased COI charges to those policyholders. In other words, the 2021 

COI Increase does not apply to those policies, even though they are in the same “class of 

insureds” as those hit by the 2021 increase.  

39. For one financial institution, Phoenix agreed to roll back COI rates to pre-2010 

levels. Those policyholders are reimbursed forever for any increase in COI rates above the 

original rates. 

40. When an insurer raises COI rates significantly—or even announces such an 

increase—it triggers what are known as “shock lapses” by policyholders. In response to the 2011 

COI Increase, roughly 25% of New York policies lapsed. Applied across Phoenix’s portfolio, 

this equates to billions in avoided death benefits on policies for which Phoenix has collected 

many years of premiums. The avoided death benefits, in turn, allowed Phoenix to release 

reserves and provide it additional liquidity. From October 2011 to December 2014, the stock 

price of Phoenix’s parent company, The Phoenix Companies, Inc., rose from $23.00 a share to 

$69.00 a share. 

C. SEC Cease-and-Desist Order and Nassau Re Acquisition 

41. Phoenix, however, had other problems: its financial reporting and internal 

controls were as problematic as its approach to COI redeterminations. Notably, many of 

Phoenix’s problems concerned its accounting for the PAUL policies at issue in this litigation. 
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42. On September 18, 2012, Phoenix announced that its previously issued audited 

financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010, and 2009 could no longer be 

relied upon and should be restated, along with the unaudited financial statements for the 

quarterly periods dating back to March 31, 2011. Phoenix disclosed that certain errors were 

identified “primarily related to the accounting for an intercompany reinsurance treaty” between 

Phoenix and Phoenix NY, and that these errors concerned “ceded premiums and certain periodic 

adjustments to receivables, deferred acquisition costs, and liability for policyholder benefits.”   

43. Phoenix’s publicly traded parent company, The Phoenix Companies, Inc. 

(“TPC”), subsequently announced that its audited financial statements could no longer be relied 

upon and would be restated. TPC listed two principal error categories including incorrect 

classification of deposits and withdrawals of universal life and variable life products and the 

incorrect reporting of certain fees and interest charges as cash flows provided by financing 

activities. TPC also warned that “[m]anagement will likely conclude that there are one or more 

material weaknesses” in its disclosure controls and procedures and internal controls over 

financial reporting. TPC stated that it expected to file restated financial statements prior to the 

timely filing of its 2012 Annual Report on Form 10-K in March 2013. It did not do so, and in 

fact stopped filing new financial statements. 

44. On March 21, 2014, the SEC instituted cease-and-desist proceedings against both 

Phoenix and TPC for failure to timely file financial statements. Phoenix and TPC voluntarily 

entered a settlement with the SEC pursuant to which they committed to filing the delinquent 

financial reports by dates certain and were each fined $375,000. See The Phoenix Companies, 

Inc. and PHL Variable Insurance Company, Exchange Act Release No. 71768 (Mar. 21, 2014). 

After Phoenix was unable to meet certain of the deadlines imposed in the undertakings, the SEC 
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amended its March 21, 2014 order by extending the undertakings deadlines to December 2014 

and imposing additional penalties, including increasing penalties should Phoenix further delay its 

filings. See The Phoenix Companies, Inc. and PHL Variable Insurance Company, Exchange Act 

Release No. 72738 (Aug. 1, 2014). 

45. On April 1, 2014, TPC filed its Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 

2012, and in this filing, it restated and amended its consolidated financial statements for the 

years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010. The restated Form 10-K identified several categories 

of identified errors, the most significant of which concerned Phoenix’s accounting for PAUL 

policies. As recounted in the SEC’s July 15, 2016 Cease-and-Desist Order, “[a] PAUL policy 

was designed as a traditional universal life policy, but would generate higher COI fees in the 

early years, and lower COI fees in the later years . . . . Phoenix determined that, by design, the 

COI feature of the PAUL policies, the secondary guarantees of the SGUL policies, and the 

Extended Life Rider all were expected to result in profits in earlier years and subsequent losses 

in later years.”    

46. Despite projecting these losses when it priced the PAUL policies, Phoenix 

decided that this did not qualify as a “benefit feature” and it did not record this liability. When it 

was finally forced to correct its financials, this error increased liabilities by $179.4 million, 

decreased stockholder’s equity by $122.1 million, and reduced net income by $34 million for the 

2011 fiscal year. For the 2010 fiscal year, this error decreased net income by $46.7 million, 

which represented 106% of TPC’s reported income from continuing operations before income 

taxes. This error had, by far, the largest impact on TPC’s 2010 and 2011 financials. TPC was 

fined $600,000.00. 
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47. In September 2015, while the SEC investigation was pending, TPC announced 

that it was being acquired and taken private by Nassau Re, a private equity firm backed by 

Golden Gate Capital. The purchase price was $217.2 million, with a commitment by Nassau Re 

to contribute an additional $100 million in equity upon closing. The acquisition closed on June 

20, 2016. At the time of closing, Nassau Re’s CEO stated that “[o]ur immediate priorities are to 

bolster Phoenix’s ratings and risk-based capital ratios while improving the company’s 

profitability.”   

48. A mere 14 months later, Phoenix announced the 2017 COI Increase, which 

impacts the same PAUL policies that the SEC determined in their previously described order, 

“were expected to result in losses in the later years.” Phoenix wanted to produce profits on 

products that were deliberately priced to be unprofitable in later years, where purchasers had 

already paid high commissions at the time of acquisition. 

D. Phoenix’s Unlawful 2017 COI Increase 

49. On or around August 21, 2017, Phoenix sent letters to policyholders notifying 

them of a new COI increase. Those increases were projected to extract hundreds of millions of 

dollars in present value after-tax profits from policyholders’ pockets. 

50. Policyholders, including Plaintiff here, filed a class action lawsuit challenging that 

increase on April 19, 2018, which is being actively litigated before Judge Mary Kay Vyskocil in 

the Southern District of New York. See Advance Trust & Life Escrow Servs., LTA v. PHL 

Variable Ins. Co., No. 18 Civ. 3444 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 19, 2018), ECF No. 1. The Court in that case 

denied leave to amend the complaint to add a challenge to the 2021 COI Increase, indicating that 

challenge should be brought in a separate lawsuit. See id., ECF No. 178.  
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51. Phoenix contends that the 2021 COI Increase is separate and distinct from, and 

unrelated to, the 2017 COI Increase. The two increases are, according to Phoenix, governed by 

different redetermination memoranda with different authors and different dates. On information 

and belief, PHL has sought insurance coverage under different policies and towers of coverage 

with its own insurers for each of the two increases, further cementing Phoenix’s position that the 

2017 COI Increase and 2021 COI Increase are distinct. 

E. Phoenix’s Credit Rating Downgrades 

52. S&P Global Ratings downgraded Phoenix’s credit rating from BB to CCC+ in 

June 2019. S&P Global Ratings also gave Phoenix and its parent company a negative outlook, 

indicating the agency’s belief that it could further lower its ratings in the future. 

53. In November 2019, AM Best followed suit, downgrading Phoenix’s Financial 

Strength Rating and Long-Term Issuer Credit Rating—a reflection of Phoenix’s “weak operating 

performance, limited business profile and appropriate enterprise risk management.” AM Best 

noted that Nassau Re, Phoenix’s private-equity parent, had relegated Phoenix to noncore status, 

deciding to manage Phoenix as a “closed block after new product sales were recently 

discontinued and shifted.” 

54. Recently, AM Best withdrew its ratings of Phoenix entirely because the company 

requested to no longer participate in the interactive rating process. 

55. These credit rating downgrades resulting from Nassau Re’s and Phoenix’s 

executives’ management decisions have devalued the Subject Policies, as policyholders prefer to 

hold life insurance policies issued by stable, well-capitalized companies. 

56. Yet rather than trying to rectify the situation for Phoenix policyholders by 

infusing the company with additional capital, improving operations, or increasing sales, Phoenix 
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and its private-equity backers have decided to punish policyholders again by announcing a 

fourth COI increase in a decade. 

F. Phoenix’s Unlawful 2021 COI Increase 

57. On or around November 2, 2020, Phoenix sent a letter notifying policyholders of 

yet another COI increase. The letters did not indicate the amount of the increase, stating only that 

“[t]here will be an increase to cost of insurance rates on your policy,” which Phoenix 

acknowledged was an “adverse change” that would “reduce your policy’s accumulation value 

and may increase the risk that your policy will lapse based on continued payment of current 

premiums.” The letters informed policyholders that their rates would increase on their “policy 

anniversary date following December 31, 2020.” 

58. The letters sent to all policyholders victimized by the 2021 COI Increase were the 

same. Regardless of what type of policy they held, all policyholders were told, in the same form 

letter dated on the same day, that Phoenix is “adjusting the cost of insurance rates on certain 

Phoenix Accumulator Universal Life and Phoenix Estate Legacy policies.” Phoenix did not 

explain why there was yet another COI increase on these policies.  

59. Despite this limited information, it is clear that the 2021 COI Increase violates the 

terms of the Subject Policies in several ways. First, the 2021 COI Increase discriminates unfairly 

within a class of insureds and was not imposed on a uniform basis. Phoenix has defined the class 

of insureds as all policies within a product line: e.g., Phoenix contends that all PAUL 3 polices 

are a single class of insureds. If so, all policyholders of a given product should receive the same 

COI rate adjustment. Phoenix violated this requirement in at least two ways. 

60. As discussed above, Phoenix reached side deals with several policyholders that 

exempt them from any future COI increase, including the 2021 COI Increase. But those 
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policyholders own policies in the same classes of insureds—as defined by Phoenix—as those hit 

by the COI increase. As a result, within the same Phoenix-defined class of insureds, some 

policies are getting a massive COI increase, and others are getting none at all, for no actuarial 

reason. Such discriminatory pricing and rebating are impermissible and violate the plain terms of 

the contract. 

61. The 2021 COI Increase also discriminates unfairly by attained age. As discussed, 

there is no “age 70 and above” class, and there are no separate classes for each of age 70, 71, 72, 

73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, and 85 and above. Any redetermination must be 

conducted on a class basis, and Phoenix is not permitted to redefine the meaning of “class” at its 

convenience to target older ages. And yet, the 2021 COI Increase imposes varying increases on 

insureds aged 70 to 85 and above. 

62. Phoenix has no actuarial justification for treating these groups of policyholders 

differently, and they do not belong to different classes of insureds. Like a most favored nation 

clause, the purpose of the uniformity requirement is that everyone in the same class of insureds 

gets the same deal, regardless of age, bargaining position, or financial resources. This well-

established insurance principle is enshrined in not only the policy but also many states’ laws. 

63. Second, the 2021 COI Increase unlawfully recoups past losses and was 

improperly motivated by profit objectives. Under both well-established actuarial principles and 

the terms of the PAUL policies, a COI rate adjustment is supposed to be based on changes in 

expectations from the time that COI rates were last determined, as those expectations form the 

basis of the COI rates that are currently being charged. 

64. At the time of the 2021 COI Increase, Phoenix’s pricing expectations had already 

been superseded by at least three subsequent redeterminations, as well as Phoenix’s choice to 
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continue illustrating current COI rates despite supposed deterioration in expectations. As 

discussed above, Phoenix had most recently reset its COI rate scale in 2017 using allegedly 

updated 2017 actuarial expectations, which were supposedly worse than those used at pricing. 

The 2017 COI Increase was allegedly designed to maintain the total present value of profits for 

all projected future years, not just 2017–2020. Those expectations were the foundation of the 

COI rate scale that Phoenix was using before it implemented the 2021 COI Increase. Any 

deterioration in expectations that preceded 2017 therefore became nonrecoverable past losses, 

and any subsequent changes in expectations must be measured compared to the 2017 

expectations (if not later).  

65. Notably, the 2017 COI Increase was designed to front-load profits. That is, it 

accelerated positive COI margins relative to the original COI rate scale, while delaying negative 

margins. 

66. Instead of using the 2017 expectations as the baseline for the 2021 COI Increase, 

however, Phoenix pretended that the 2017 COI Increase never happened, that it hadn’t changed 

COI rates, and that it hadn’t already received front-loaded profits. So rather than measuring 

changes in expectations from 2017, it went back almost two decades earlier to the original 

pricing expectations associated with long-discarded pricing COI rate scales. The practical 

consequence of this is that it allows Phoenix to double-dip on profits and recoup past losses. By 

reverting back to a long-discarded baseline, it can recover losses arising from alleged 

deterioration in expectations that occurred over a decade earlier. It can also continually increase 

COI rates without any change in expectations by simply moving the timing of cashflows around.  
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67. Most troublingly, Phoenix admitted in prior litigation that it did not retain all of 

its original pricing models and assumptions.6 So using pricing expectations as the baseline, 

instead of 2017 expectations, allows Phoenix to manipulate its models even further to generate 

even greater profits.  

68.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

69.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 See U.S. Bank Nat’l Ass’n v. PHL Variable Life Ins. Co., 112 F. Supp. 3d 122, 153 (S.D.N.Y. June 22, 2015) 
(rejecting Phoenix’s motion in limine seeking to exclude evidence that its “original assumptions were undocumented 
and unreasonable”). 
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70. In imposing the 2021 COI Increase, Phoenix has now disregarded that 

commitment, basic actuarial principles, and the policy language. By doing exactly what NYDFS 

warned was improper, Phoenix is unlawfully recouping past losses, double-dipping on profits, 

unfairly discriminating against policyholders, and basing changes in COI rates on factors other 

than those enumerated in the contracts.7 Further, the purpose of the COI increase is to increase 

profits for these policies, beyond what was originally projected, as admitted by Nassau Re, 

which stated that its “immediate” priority in acquiring Phoenix was to improve “the company’s 

profitability.” This COI increase was designed to boost profits, even though “profit” is not an 

enumerated factor on which a COI increase can be based.    

71. Third, upon information and belief, Phoenix is improperly relying on a reduction 

in corporate tax rates to justify an increase in COI rates. As described above, this is wholly 

illogical and totally improper. Phoenix benefited from the cut in corporate tax rates from 35% to 

21% in 2017. Further, COI rates are based on cost factor expectations for the UL policies subject 

to those COI rates. An insurer is not permitted to consider extrinsic impacts, such as the value of 

tax write-offs to other lines of business. Otherwise, COI rates could change without any 

underlying change in expectations related to the products affected—such as, for example, the 

insurer acquiring new lines of business, and whether those lines of business made money or lost 

money in a given year. 

 
7 Notably and as referenced above, Phoenix’s private-equity parent dodged scrutiny by 
NYDFS—which is known for reviewing Phoenix’s proposed increases closely—by 
implementing the 2021 COI Increase at Phoenix but not at Phoenix NY, even though both 
companies sell the same PAUL and PEL policies and they were priced on the same basis. If the 
COI increase was actuarially justified, Phoenix NY would have implemented it. That it did not 
underscores the problems described herein.   
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72. Fourth, the 2021 COI Increase is enormous—upwards of 50% for some 

policyholders—and it is simply impossible for it to be justified by “change[s] in Our 

expectations of future investment earnings, mortality, persistency and expense/administrative 

costs” between 2017 and 2020. Upon information and belief, the mortality expectations 

underlying the 2021 COI Increase were adopted pre-COVID, so it could not be driving the 

increase and was not a motivating factor in any way. 

73. The true reason for the 2021 COI Increase is simple: to increase profits, recoup 

past losses, and induce lapses so that Phoenix and its private-equity backers earn a return on 

investment. This is prohibited by both the terms of the Subject Policies and actuarial standards. 

The Subject Policies expressly prohibit the recoupment of past losses, and profits are not one of 

the enumerated factors upon which a COI increase can be based.   

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

74. This action is brought by the Plaintiff individually and on behalf of a class 

pursuant to Rule 23(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The class—referred to herein 

as the “Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class”—consists of: 

All owners of PAUL and PEL policies issued by PHL Variable Insurance 
Company that were notified on or after November 2, 2020 that they would be 
subject to a cost of insurance rate increase (excluding (i) defendant PHL Variable 
Insurance Company, its officers and directors, members of their immediate 
families, and the heirs, successors or assigns of any of the foregoing and (ii) 
policyholders whose policies are subject to any written agreement with Phoenix to 
rebate any portion of the 2021 COI Increase). 
 

75. The Plaintiff reserves the right to define additional subclasses at the class 

certification stage. 
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76. The Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class consists of thousands of policyholders and 

is thus so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable. The identities and addresses of 

class members can be readily ascertained from business records maintained by Phoenix. 

77. The claims asserted by the Plaintiff are typical of the claims of the Phoenix 2021 

COI Increase Class.   

78. The Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Phoenix 2021 

COI Increase Class and does not have any interests antagonistic to those of the other members of 

this class. 

79. The Plaintiff has retained attorneys who are knowledgeable and experienced in 

life insurance matters, as well as class and complex litigation. 

80. The Plaintiff requests that the Court afford class members with notice and the 

right to opt out of any class certified in this action. 

81. This action is appropriate as a class action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(3) of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure because common questions of law and fact affecting the classes 

predominate over those questions affecting only individual members. Those common questions 

include: 

(a)  the construction and interpretation of the form insurance policies at issue 

in this litigation; 

(b) whether Phoenix has breached and/or anticipatorily breached its contracts 

with the class members; 

(c) whether Phoenix has violated the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing; 
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(e) whether Plaintiff and class members are entitled to receive damages 

because of the unlawful conduct by Phoenix alleged herein and the 

methodology for calculating those damages; and  

(f)  whether Plaintiff and class members are entitled to any equitable relief. 

82. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy for at least the following reasons: 

(a)  given the complexity of issues involved in this action and the expense of 

litigating the claims, few, if any, class members could afford to seek legal 

redress individually for the wrongs that defendants committed against 

them, and absent class members have no substantial interest in 

individually controlling the prosecution of individual actions; 

(b)  when Phoenix’s liability has been adjudicated, claims of all class members 

can be determined by the Court; 

(c) this action will cause an orderly and expeditious administration of the 

class claims and foster economies of time, effort and expense, and ensure 

uniformity of decisions; 

(d)  without a class action, many class members would continue to suffer 

injury, and Phoenix’s violations of law will continue without redress while 

Phoenix continues to reap and retain the substantial proceeds of their 

wrongful conduct; and 

(e)  this action does not present any undue difficulties that would impede its 

management by the Court as a class action. 
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Breach of Contract (on behalf of the Plaintiff and the Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class) 

 

83. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all allegations of this complaint as if fully 

set forth therein. 

84. The Subject Policies are binding and enforceable contracts. 

85. Phoenix materially breached the policies in several respects, including but not 

limited to the following:  

(a) The 2021 COI Increase breached the prohibition of unfair discrimination 

within a class of insureds and the uniformity requirement; 

(b) The 2021 COI Increase breached the policies by determining COI rates 

based on factors not enumerated in the policies; and 

(c) The 2021 COI Increase breached the policies because it increases profits 

and recoups prior losses in violation of the terms of the policies and the 

implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 

86. The Plaintiff has performed all his obligations under the policies, except to the 

extent that his obligations have been excused by Phoenix’s conduct as set forth herein. 

87. As a direct and proximate cause of Phoenix’s material breaches of the policies, 

the Plaintiff and the Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class have been—and will continue to be—

damaged as alleged herein in an amount to be proven at trial. 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Declaratory Relief (on behalf of Plaintiff and the Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class) 

88. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all allegations of this complaint as if fully 

set forth herein. 
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89. An actual controversy now exists between Plaintiff and the Phoenix 2021 COI 

Increase Class, on one hand, and Phoenix, on the other hand, concerning the respective rights 

and duties of the parties under the Subject Policies. Phoenix contends that it lawfully and 

appropriately increased COI rates and is entitled to deduct these amounts from policy accounts.  

Plaintiff and the Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class contend that this COI increase is unlawful and 

constitutes a material breach of the express and implied terms of the Subject Policies. 

90. Further, this is the fourth unlawful COI increase that Phoenix has attempted to 

impose on certain of the Subject Policies in the span of ten years. These disputes are bound to 

reoccur in the absence of declaratory relief: (a) declaring the rights of the parties with respect to 

the 2021 COI Increase and (b) defining the terms under which any future COI increase must be 

conducted. Plaintiff hereby requests such declaratory relief. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment as follows:  

91. Declaring this action to be a class action properly maintained pursuant to Rule 23 

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;  

92. Awarding Plaintiff and the Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class compensatory 

damages, consequential damages, punitive damages, restitution, disgorgement, and any other 

relief permitted by law or equity, including reinstatement of any lapsed or surrendered policies; 

93. Awarding Plaintiff and the Phoenix 2021 COI Increase Class pre-judgment and 

post-judgment interest, as well as attorneys’ fees and costs; 

94. Awarding injunctive relief, declaratory relief and/or specific performance 

including, but not limited, to the following: 

(a) declaring the 2021 COI Increase to be unlawful; 
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(b) ordering Phoenix to reinstate any lapsed or surrendered policies; 

(c) enjoining the 2021 COI Increase; and 

(d) declaring the terms under which future redeterminations may be 

conducted, including but not limited to what policy classes may be used. 

95. Awarding Plaintiff and the 2021 COI Increase Class such other relief as this Court 

may deem just and proper under the circumstances. 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 

Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff hereby demands a 

trial by jury as to all issues so triable.  

 

Dated: April 15, 2022 
 

      
/s/ Craig A. Raabe    
Craig A. Raabe 
IZARD KINDALL & RAABE 
29 South Main Street, Suite 305 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
Tel: 860-493-6292 
craabe@ikrlaw.com 
 
Seth Ard (pro hac vice pending) 
Ryan Kirkpatrick (pro hac vice pending) 
Komal Patel (pro hac vice pending) 
SUSMAN GODFREY LLP 
1301 Avenue of the Americas, 32nd Floor 
New York, NY  10019-6023 
Tel.: 212-336-8330 
Fax: 212-336-8340 
sard@susmangodfrey.com 
rkirkpatrick@susmangodfrey.com 
kpatel@susmangodfrey.com 
 
 
Steven G. Sklaver (pro hac vice pending) 
Michael Adamson (pro hac vice pending) 
SUSMAN GODFREY LLP 
1900 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 1400 
Los Angeles, CA 90067-6029 
Tel: 310-789-3100 
Fax: 310-789-3150 
ssklaver@susmangodfrey.com 
madamson@susmangodfrey.com 
 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  
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